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1 Westartby introducing someterminology A link w Is components

is a continuous embedding of 5W U k components into R
Links are consideredup to isotopy a continuousfamily ofdiffeomorphismsof R A link w one component is called aknot
We will considerorientedlinks
Usually links are presentedby theirdiagrams imagesunder

sufficiently generalprojections R R For example

n

Hopf link Trefoil
One can similarly talk about isotopes of diagrams and

isotopic diagramsgive isotopic links But the converse is
not true for example both diagramsbelow comefromthe
unknot the trivial embedding R

as a

It's known whentwodiagramsgive rise to isotopic links thisis
true if andonly if the diagrams are obtainedfromoneanother
by a sequence of so called Reidemeistermovesdepictedbelow
T



andplanar isotopes
Rt

p did
R2 I D I
R3

s variants ofthiscompare
to Rt

One can put orientations in Rt R3 arbitrarily
For example thetwodiagrams in 2 are obtainedfrom one

another using R2
Now we pass to braids Abraidis a configuration of strands in

R Le I connecting n fixedpoints in R'xEe to n fixedpoints
in D2 i so that the strands do not intersectandeachprojects
isomorphically to Le13 Braids are viewedup to isotopy Theyalso
can be presented by 2D diagrams byprojection to Rx let e.g

III
a
trivial braid thebraidTo i g n



We event braids bottom to top
It turns out that
Preposition twobraids are equal offtheirdiagrams are obtained
from one anotherby a sequence ofplanarisotopes andtheanalogs of
R2 R3

Braids form a monoid The composition isthe vertical stacking e.g

IX Y Y

andthe unit is the trivial braid Thismonoid isgeneratedby
the elements Ti is 9 h i and I which are differentfromTi
by theorder of crossing Thenotation is suggestive we have

Titi's Ti Ti t thx to R2 So thebraidsform agroup
Thepreposition above can be restated as follows

Proposition thebraidgroup Brn en nstrands is generatedbyTin
w relations

TiTj TjTi light this is aplanarisotopy
TiTinTi TinTiti this is R3

Finally let's discuss a connectionbetween braids links For
a braid 6 we can define its closure I as follows

I



is

Differentbraids can give the same link For example let abeBrn
Then at ta To see this note that bothsides can bedepictedas

Also let note that BrnoBrm so we can viewany beBrn as an
element of Brno Weclaim that 617 6 Eg for the t sgn have

II gift
Definition By Marker's moves onemeans thefollowing operations
Mt for a beBr replace ab w Ga
M2 for GeBr replace 6 w 6Th eBon or vice versa

Facts I Alexander every link is theclosure ofsomebraid
I Marker if twobraidsgive the same link then one is

obtainedfrom theotherby a sequence ofMarkov moves

2 HOMELYpolynomial

g
There's no algorithmicway to decide when twodiagramsrepresent



isotopic links We can try to address a weakerquestion from a

diagramproduce a computablequantity that isthe same when two

diagrams represent isotopic links A famous example of such an
invariant is HOMELYpolynomial

Theorem definition There is the uniquemap
L A PLL Links TL at g gg't

where a g are independent variables satisfying thefollowing
two conditions

P unlink W K components agg
Suppose Lx L Le are three links whosediagrams are

the same outside of a small circle andinside ofthecircle
wehave

It L II L It
Then we have therelation asPILA a PCL q

t
g Plo

Wesay that PLL is theHOMELYpolynomialofL

Example Let's computethe HOMELYpolynomial oftheHopf
link

L L unlink Lo unknot
w 2components

g
P L a PILAt a lgg

1Plo a Fg t a la at



Note that if P exists then it's unique Lehas one lesscrossing
than 4 L and we can unlink every link by exchanging L W

L andvice versa
Theexistence of P is nontrivial It can be constructed

usingthe Rmatrix for thequantumgroup U ldn see Sec 45.2
in VChari A Pressley Aguide to quantumgroups

Now we explain a connection to Heckealgebras By Fact II
in theprevious section we can view P as amap

4Bun TLCetig lgg it
Extend P by additivity to 72Bra for all 2p e Brn we have
a PlaTip a Plati's q g Plop
P al a Ti ati q

t
g p o

Se P TLBrn Tat g lg g factors throughthe

quotient of TLBrnby therelation a Ti ati g g if n This

quotient is nothing else but theHeckealgebra HqSa

Rem't Categerification allows to streghthenthe HOMELY

polynomial to a function of threevariables ag z known as the
KhevanovRetansky homology Evenbetter the KRhomology is
the homology of a complex of bigradedvector spaces and the
invariant in question encodes the dimensions of bigradedpieces
of the individual cohomologygroups Up to a normalization

It
is obtained as the Euler characteristic of the complex redu



cingthenumber of variables from 3 to 2 There's a construction

of the KR homologydue to Khovaner MKhovaner Triply
graded link homologyand Hochschildhomologyof Soergel
bimodules arXiv 0510265 based on a construction of Reaguier
R Rouquier Categorification of thebraidgroups arXiv ero 503
Namely Reaguierdefined a group homomorphism Brno K SBim
where the target is the boundedhomotopy category of the
category SBim of Seergetbimodules Khorana then showed that
applying the Hochshied cohomology functor to the Reaguiercomplexes
leads to a linkinvariant that coincides withthe onepreviously
defined by Khevanov Rotansky


